
A Problem in Self-Similar Tilings 

 

While teaching my class of sixth graders, I was lucky to come across a rich and 

aesthetically pleasing open-ended problem: 

 

Which 2-dimensional shapes made of square tiles have the property that 

some number of their copies make a larger, self-similar shape? I say that a 

figure X is self-similar if it is composed of several copies of a shape with 

the same proportions as X, such as this square: 

 
I say "fortunate" because this question, quite unexpectedly, so seized my students' 

attention that it turned into an extended project. In the service of a solution, they spent 

more than a week producing a body of examples, hypotheses, definitions, generalizations, 

connections, and theorems – all without knowing (or caring) that they had accidentally 

become mathematicians. 

This article is not only a report of their discoveries, which I found extraordinary; 

just as important, it is also a study of some classroom practices that made those lessons 

effective. As I tell the story of what happened, then, I’ll pause along the way to draw 

attention to some techniques that facilitated the students’ learning. This story is intended 

for mathematics teachers, but I hope that anyone interested in their art – and in the 

process of mathematical discovery in general – will find it provocative and compelling. 

We began studying the problem with 5 examples of shapes made of square tiles, 

the familiar tetris pieces or “tetrominos,”  (see below, Figure 2) Clearly the (2 x 2) square 

and the (4 x 1) rectangle had the property we were looking for (which we came to call 

‘self-similar tilability’), but what about the other three? 

 



 
[Figure 2] 

 

It wasn’t long before several students found that four copies of the ‘L’ could be 

arranged into a larger L with twice the perimeter [figure 3]. 

 
[Figure 3] 

 

Something really interesting happened next. Off the cuff, I’d told the class that I didn’t 

think the ‘T’ could be tiled into a larger, self-similar shape, explaining my intuition as 

having the vague feeling that the single square jutting out would present an 

insurmountable problem. 

However, one student realized that four copies of the T could be arranged in a 

kind of spiral to form a (4 x 4) square (see below, Figure 4). Then another, upon seeing 

this arrangement realized that if she made 3 more squares, she could just arrange them in 

the original T shape, since the T was made of square tiles in the first place. Finally, 

another student realized that if any shape made of square tiles could form a square, then 

that would show it is self-similarly tilable. 



 
[Figure 4] 

 

So far, at least two great things had happened. First, the idea of similarity had 

been strongly reinforced as students made shapes that looked similar (in the non-

technical, everyday sense) to the pieces they were composed of. Then they had to check 

for themselves if all the proportions indeed remained constant. This was especially 

revealing for my students as they tried to make larger, self-similar L’s. 

Second, in the tetris-T finding, a group of students had made a creative, elegant, 

and surprising discovery – one whose beauty and implications the rest of the class did not 

fail to grasp. For me, perhaps the most attractive part about the discovery that 4 T’s can 

form a square is that it came about as the solution to a specific, small question, and it 

resulted in a much broader finding, which the students came to call the ‘square test’ for 

self-similar tilability. 

 

 

 

Here was the first of the techniques I referred to in the introduction: emphasizing 

a discovery students make, so that the content can be ingested and synthesized by the rest 

of the class. In this case, the content I wanted to communicate was interesting and 

important because it had a far-reaching implication in addition to its immediate lesson: 

not only did we now know something – the square test – that qualitatively changed how 

we could approach the problem, but we also learned a kind of meta-lesson. While we 

sought only to determine whether the tetris-T was self-similarly tilable, we stumbled on a 

more general fact. I wanted the students to understand that they could come upon such 

unexpected generalizations in other investigations – and one of my goals throughout the 

year was to cultivate the desire and ability to seek and exploit generalizations. 



 

 

The next great discovery to come out of this problem was the result of students 

testing out a six-square (3 x 3) staircase [Figure 5] 

 
[Figure 5] 

 

Most students noticed two copies of the staircase could fit together into a (3 x 4) 

rectangle, and many of them arranged six of those rectangles into what they thought was 

a larger, self-similar staircase [Figure 6] 

 
[Figure 6] 

When I pointed out to them that this new staircase had different proportions1 than its 

component pieces, they went (annoyed to varying degrees) back to work. Pretty soon, 

several students realized that they could arrange the staircase rectangles into a 12 x 12 

unit square; and then another student recognized that this was possible in general with the 

least common multiple (LCM) of the rectangle’s side lengths. When discoveries were 

made here, the students were quick to generalize! 

                                                
1 One way to see this is to note that it is exactly three times as tall as the component pieces but more than 
three times as wide – while the component staircases are exactly as wide as they are tall. 



 
This was beautiful for two reasons, both of which the entire class soon came to 

appreciate. First, it reduced the square test (already a powerful reduction of the original 

problem) to the rectangle test. Second, it implied a geometric interpretation of the LCM 

of two natural numbers – the LCM of m and n can be seen as the side length in units of 

the smallest square that can be made with (m x n) unit rectangles. 

                                                                                                                               
That the shape made by the (m x n) unit rectangles is a square reflects the fact that its side 

lengths are some common multiple of m and n. The fact that it is the smallest such square 

reflects that its side length is their least common multiple. 

Now, the students were hooked to our original problem. Whereas at first, trying to 

determine if a shape was self-similarly tilable seemed a task with hopelessly many 

possibilities to try, now they knew a few powerful facts relating to this problem.  They 

could invent new shapes made of square tiles, making them as crazy as they liked, with 

the tantalizing hope that several copies might fit together to make a rectangle (students 

had this task as a homework assignment). Some students even preferred to begin with 

rectangles of several sizes, and try to partition them into identical components – reverse-

engineering the shapes they were hunting. Clearly, the discovery of the square and 

rectangle tests not only breathed life into the problem for the students, but it also gave 



rise to those two creative new approaches to finding the quickly growing class of 

solutions. 

It may require more ‘mathematical maturity’ than most 12 year-olds have to 

notice that the reduction from the original question to the criteria of square- and 

rectangle-tilability suggests a recursive set of tilability criteria. For instance, we now 

knew that if any shape, X, could be tiled into the proportions of the staircase, then a 

bunch of Xs could also be tiled into a (larger) rectangle, and therefore a bunch more into a 

(still larger) square, and therefore a bunch more into an (even larger) X. In general, if 

copies of a shape, X, can be tiled into a rectangle, then any shape, Y, whose copies can be 

arranged to form X’s proportions can also be tiled into a rectangle – specifically by 

making a bunch of X’s with the Y’s and then making those X’s into a rectangle. Similarly 

then, any shape, Z, whose copies can form a Y can then also form an X, and therefore also 

a rectangle, and so on. 

If I were to teach (ie. pose) this problem again, I think it would be a good 

opportunity to emphasize that recursive structure. The problem provides not only a nice, 

concrete illustration of the meaning and beauty of recursion, but also a demonstration of 

the invaluable and mathematically universal technique of reducing a difficult problem to 

smaller, more manageable ones – a living example of Polya’s Dictum2: “if you can’t 

solve a problem, there’s a smaller problem you haven’t solved: find it.” 

 
 

 
Here again, the technique from earlier had helped facilitate the students’ 

ingestion, application, and eventual extension (to the rectangle test) of the square test – 

and would have facilitated a discussion of recursion if I’d had my wits about me. 

Flexibility, and the willingness to make a lesson out of an unexpected discovery, played a 

key role. While in this portion of the series of lessons, I explicitly sought to apply the 

square test, the flexibility to [take the students rectangle extension – improve description] 

was critical to the class’s ability to find continued meaning and interest in the problem, to 

                                                
2 George Polya, a celebrated mathematician and teacher, wrote How to Solve It, among many 
other books and research articles. 



illustrate the problem’s connection with LCM – and its beautiful geometric representation 

– and finally to the more general lesson of problem reduction. 

 
 

 

The next portion of this series of lessons extended what we’d learned about 2-

dimensional shapes to 3 dimensions. The problem I now posed the students was to find 3-

dimensional shapes made of cubes that were self-similarly tilable. The students had 

apparently taken to the rectangle test for 2-dimensional shapes because they immediately 

began looking for shapes that could be ‘tiled’ into a rectangular box. Initially students 

came up with shapes whose tiling arrangement into a rectangular box matched a 

corresponding 2-dimensional shape’s tiling arrangement into a rectangle: 

 
Therefore, I added the stipulation that the 3-dimensional shapes we were looking for 

could not be “reduced to a 2-dimensional shape.” Soon, we learned that a more precise 

way of describing this condition is that the shape must have at least 2 of its 3 “cross 

sections” (that is, coordinate plane projections) be non-rectangular. Students soon found 

several examples of such shapes: 

 
 

 
 

Here was a practice I found essential to teaching students to pursue open-ended 

problems: legitimizing their ideas even when they were not what I intended. In this case, 



instead of saying that the rectangle made of L shapes ‘didn’t count’ because it didn’t 

materially differ from the 2-D tile example, I used the student’s suggestion to refine the 

exercise in order to more precisely describe my intention. This may seem like a trivial 

distinction, but it had at least two important consequences. 

First, it encouraged searching through possibilities, a process one must be active 

in to attack open problems. I found that fostering a high level of engagement was 

imperative for open-ended problems, especially with students as young as 6th grade. 

More importantly (I think), it allowed me to model the process of problem 

refinement: the ability to assess one’s original problem specification, and determine 

(often in light of new evidence) that one meant to answer a slightly different question, or 

even that a slightly different question is more interesting. This skill is essential to 

attacking open-ended problems and therefore to doing mathematics. 

 
 

 
When some students remembered the geometric interpretation we had discovered 

for the LCM of two natural numbers, they saw a natural extension of that idea to these 3-

dimensional shapes we were studying – the LCM of m, n, and p can be interpreted as the 

unit side length of the smallest cube that can be formed by copies of an (m x n x p) unit 

rectangular box. It wasn’t long before the students (indoctrinated as they were with the 

importance of LCMs and greatest common factors – GCFs) wondered about a geometric 

interpretation for the GCF of two or three natural numbers. The answer came from a 

particularly strong student: the GCF of m and n can be seen as the unit length of the 

largest square whose copies can form an (m x n) rectangle. [will replace this rectangle 

with a 6 x 9 rectangle at Hamp’s request] 

 



Similarly, the GCF of m, n, and p can be seen as the unit length of the largest cube whose 

copies can form an (m x n x p) rectangular box. These geometric interpretations 

reinforced the meaning of divisibility and the relationship between the LCM and GCF. 

Because those discoveries emerged from a study of tiling and shape, this experience also 

gave the students a strong taste of the tendency for open problems to reveal unexpected 

relationships. 

 

Even in my relatively open problem-oriented class, our study of the self-similar 

tilings problem was one of our more extended projects. It was also one of the most 

successful, with student discoveries linking a number of important concepts – similarity, 

problem reduction, LCM and GCF – and establishing a strong link between arithmetic 

and geometry. Next time I decide to cultivate this kind of open-ended classroom 

environment, I will take even more time to emphasize and enumerate all the tools we 

develop, the lessons we learn, and the connections we make during our study. Still, the 

students had the exhilarating and empowering experience of really doing mathematics – 

of stepping outside the realm of formulaic exercises with pre-ordained answers, to the 

dark rooms Andrew Wiles described in recounting his work on Fermat’s Last Theorem, 

where one has no idea where the furniture is, let alone the light switch, until one feels his 

way around. 

I believe it is extremely valuable for students to see the role that creativity plays 

in mathematics; pursuing open problems allows the special brand of creativity that is the 

mathematician’s trade to step into the classroom, something that happens less often than 

it might. But there is also a more pedestrian benefit to these open problems, one perhaps 

even more important: seeing mathematics’ influence on creativity. Yes, students are 

asked to be creative in most of their classes; but the rigor and discipline imposed in a 

well-defined open problem demands intense creativity within a precisely-defined 

structure. The skills required to formulate creative solutions in a world ruled by highly 

precise definitions are invaluable in science, history, and the ability to write cogent and 

incisive arguments. Exposing students to open problems makes them better not just at 

mathematics, but all subjects with an analytical component. 



I believe that dual purpose is immeasurably valuable (though I’d be happy to try 

and estimate lower bounds). Beyond all the reasons so far developed though, the 

whirring, focused work of my little mathematicians was a thrill and a pleasure to see. 


